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Class Warfare
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ast spring a hand
ful of English fac
ulty fired the first 
the shot in an on
going war that
would utterly 
transform academ
ic discourse on this 

campus. As in any war, different sides 
tell different stories, and the battle of 
E306 generated conflicting tales and
outright distortions as academic activists 
began to stretch the truth about the
whole enterprise of E306.

This deviation from standard compo
sition instruction generated fights 
among students and faculty and good 
copy for local, state and national media. 
The battles produced rhetoric but few 
comprehensive accounts of the course's 
controversy, analyses of its content or 
examinations of its proponents’ mo
tives for the class.

From the beginning, the handling ot 
E306 raises questions about its propo
nents' intentions. Chairwoman Linda 
Brodkey wrote to the Lower Division 
English Policy Committee, in a memo 
dated March 20, 1990, about her plans 
to revise E306. Mentioning discussions 
in the Faculty Senate and the University 
Council about diversity. Brodkey felt it 
necessary and possible for the LDEPC 
to “ make a substantial contribution to 
the university’s efforts by making ‘Writ
ing about Difference’ the topic in all 
E306 classes.’’

She wrote that Dean Standish Meach- 
am and department chair Joe Kruppa 
were receptive and that she had begun 
talking to other colleagues about how to 
organize the course. “ More recently, 
she continued, “ I’ve talked with Jim 
Kinneavy about how to prepare assistant 
instructors, since we'll need to ‘reorient’ 
experienced and (sic) as well as “orient’ 
inexperienced instructors to conduct the 
kinds of inquiries such a course will re
quire.”  Clearly students would not be 
the only ones to have their perspectives 
changed under Brodkey’s plan.

The professors involved with chang
ing E306 revealed their commitment to 
democracy and openness after their revi
sions were postponed. A cursory look at 
the minutes of Feb. 22, 1991 —  open to 
public scrutiny in Parlin 108 — reveals 
the startling intent of the English facul
ty

When the question came up as to 
what the graduate students and (acuity;
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could do to implement Brodkey s 
“ Writing about Difference”  without the 
administration's approval, defiant facul
ty provided some entertaining answers 
on how to circumvent the University’s 
standard procedures.

One assistant instructor suggested 
open rebellion. “ There would be plenty 
of graduates who would be willing to 
teach that 306 course and go the wall, 
with just the verbal agreement of sup
port [from the faculty], that we will do, 
as a department, the democratic thing, 
which is to teach the course as it was 
conceived and take the consequences.”  

Sharing this spirit of bold collective 
action. Professor Dolora Wojciehowski 
asked what the administration could do 
if the faculty decided to teach E306 as 
well.

But by far the most ingenious idea 
was put forth by Professor Wayne Reb- 
hom. who asked “ why we didn't pack
age it so that it looks like the ordinary 
306, but still use material from the pres
ent syllabus. They won’t know unless 
we tell them that we’re doing so.”  
Brodkey told Rebhom —  who just won 
a $750 prize for a dissertation on Ma- 
chiavelli — that they could count on 
someone else telling the administration.

■ ■ ■
The administration was not the com

mittee's only opponent. The revisions 
faced internal dissent as well. The Low
er Division English Policy Committee 
did not welcome Brodkey s proposals 
unanimously. Going back to April 3. we 
find at least one faculty committee 
member troubled with the revisions. Her 
new syllabus contained a few appellate 
and Supreme Court opinions, Paula 
Rothenberg's Racism and Sexism and 
critical essays on social policies.

The Rothenberg text ignited an imme
diate response. The text, as Brodkey 
herself writes, is an “ introductory soci
ology textbook, not a reader. Despite 
this fact, she thought its format amena
ble to composition writing The content 
of text hardly received public scrutiny. 
Proponents of the course hardly men
tioned it. And opponents only had to 
quote the book’s first definition to win 
media debates. Among the definitions of 
Racism and Sexism:

■ Racism involves the subordination 
of people of color by w hite people.

■ Sexism involves the subordination 
of women by men.

■ Racism and sexism can be either 
conscious, intentional or unintentional.

The narrow conclusions Rothenberg 
drew made the opposition's task easy. 
The text also comprises short stories, es- 
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groups. One example. He Defies You 
Still: The Memoirs of a Sissy. recounts 
the problems of a gay youth grow ing up 
in a Catholic school. Another story 
gives a partisan’s account of sexual 
harassment. And a poem titled “ is not 
so gd to be bom a girl' asserts that 
women suffer universally because some 
Third World cultures infibulate women 
(a process the poetess tells readers is 
“ sewing our vaginas up with catgut or 
weeds or nylon threads to ensure our 
virginity.” ) Even the chapter heads pro
vide slanted and explosive terms, like 
Part V: “ The Prison of Race and Gend
er: Stereotypes, Ideology, Language, 
and Social Control.”

The conclusions all flow the same di
rection. Whether poem, essay or report 
—  be the author black, female, Chinese 
or American Indian, they all say the 
same thing: the white male conspiracy 
jilted them. None of the writings suggest 
otherwise, and do not provide the neces
sary balance to provoke the minds of 
incoming students. Freshmen will be as
sailed by polemic, and unfortunately 
will emulate the style, argument and 
themes of their texts. No longer will 
their writing reflect uninhibited inquiry. 
They will be forced to model their prose 
after combative literary activists.

Given the text's focus, LDEPC mem
ber James Duban wrote on April 4 that 
he would like the committee’s April 3 
minutes to indicate the “ serious reserva
tions which 1 voiced about the potential 
undermining ot pluralism entailed in 
such a single-text policy."

Duban stood alone and abstained 
from supporting the text. Having missed 
the earlier meeting, but equally hesitant 
to standardize such a text for freshmen. 
John Ruszkiewicz made four different 
counterproposals on April 17.

Ruszkiewicz first moved that the 
Lower Division English Policy Commit
tee director compose a syllabus on dif
ference”  to be “ tested in selected sec
tions during the 1990-91 term by 
assistant instructors interested in the to
pic. The LDEPC would then evaluate 
the new course to determine it it should 
receive more general implementation. 
The motion failed 4-2.

The second motion stated that any 
new E306 syllabus should encourage 
“ diversity of approaches to teaching 
writing, including process methods that 
emphasize genres or modes Again the 
motion failed 4-2.

Next Ruskiewicz moved that instruc
tors of E306 who w ish to use the current 
syllabus for “ Rhetoric and Composi
tion”  may continue to do so for the 
1990-91, term Once aeuin the LDEPC

struck the motion down 4-2.
Finally. Ruszkiewicz moved that the 

“ LDEPC adopt Racism and Sexism 
among the choice ot other text' The 
minutes reflect that Ruskiew icz had pre
ciously suggested a lot of anthologies 
that “ offer a wider spectrum of issues 
and a more balanced perspective on con
temporary i'sues."

Like the three preceding motions, the 
LDEPC torpedoed the last by a 4-2 vote 
The advocates ol diversity were of one 
mind. Proponents ot the Rothenberg text 
dug in their heels and categorically de
manded that the book be required for 
every single class. They argued that di
versity of opinion would be provided by 
the Supreme Court cases. Linda Brod
key even gave the facile response that 
the Supreme Court “ could hardly be 
accused of being on the left.”

■ ■ ■
News broke out about the commit

tee's vote, and the battle began in ear
nest. Then the summer semester came, 
allowing a more active debate. By the 
middle of June, state and regional media 
picked up the story and E306 opponent 
Alan Gribben. a professor of English, 
became a national figure for suggesting 
to an alumna that the English Depart
ment be do ided in two: one for tradi

tional composition and English litera
ture. the other for critical and ethnic 
studies.

Calling the votes to standardize E306 
“ the most massive attempt at thought 
control ever attempted on campus. 
Gribben would later regret ho actions, 
as he became subject to numerous pri
vate attacks and hostile memos from 
colleagues and 'tudent activists, some ot 
whom may have frozen his career op
portunities by besmirching hss name in 
other English departments.

The administration soon jumped into 
the fray. In a letter vilified by student 
publications like Í imost and Polemicist. 
President William Cunningham wrote 
on July 11 that. “ After careful consider
ations. the Department h as  decided that 
the course will not be modified this 
fall.”

Later the administration conferred 
with Kruppa and Meacham. and they 
agreed to postpone the new E306. Stu
dent activists cried foul to what they 
perceived as administrative meddling in 
faculty affairs, constituting threats on 
academic freedom.

Allegations oi intervention may be 
correct. And one can conclude that 
Meacham did not support the reversal.
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of his mid-’60s work.
Unfortunately. Dylan's most fecund 

period from a musical standpoint, 1965- 
66, is underrepresented on The Bootleg 
Series (one wonders it CBS is holding 
out for another boxed set). The tracks 
that are included, though flawed (and 
the cute If  You Gotta Go. Go Now was 
probably done better by Manfred 
Mann), reveal Dylan the drugged-out ar
riviste: exhilarated by the new synthesis 
of politics and pop he had created, but 
starting to show scars, too. (Blonde on - 

Blonde, which has been called the great
est rock album, is a harrowingly roman
tic chronicle of Dylan stalking perfec
tion amidst New York scenemakers and 
pseudo-politicos.) His ambition had 
paid off, but the result was not what he 
had in nund.

After his 1966 motorcycle crash, 
Dylan recorded with The Band in up
state New York while he got his head 
together, writing rock spirituals like I 
Shall Be Released, the definitive version 
of which is included. Then ensued al
most 10 years of celebrating life's small 
pleasures in songs like I f  Not For You. a 
duet with George Harrison. Dylan s pas

toral period ended with his divorce and 
his well-publicized, but temporary, con
version to Christianity (accompanied by 
the aural equivalent of Carter's malaise 
speech. Slow Train Coming), which 
was the final end of the Dylan mystique, 
more or less.

Since then, his albums have been er
ratic and have not always included his 
strongest material. The Bootleg Series 
fills in more holes with the release of 11 
new tracks from the '80s, ranging from 
the sublime, contemplative Every Grain 
of Sand (one of the purest statements of 
faith ever written by a popular artist) to 
the driving, ominous Foot of Pride and 
the rushing single Series of Dreams, in 
which Dylan draws on the aboriginal 
concept of dreams/songs as glimpses 
into the other world.

You can ignore the headlines, or you 
can do what Dylan does nowadays — 
get a bluesy riff, crank it up and bitch 
that the world is going to hell. In the
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contrary to what Cunningham would as
sert to the University Council the fol
lowing September. However — whether 
Meacham came to this conclusion on his 
own. or whether the administration 
leaned on the liberal arts dean —  stu
dents. faculty and taxpayers should be 
grateful.

Perhaps the most miserable part of the 
conflict took place last fall, when an 
anonymous group called the Ad Hoc 
Committee on the Right-Wing Subver
sion of University Autonomy sent a 15- 
page memorandum to the American As
sociation of University Protessors titled 
“ An Interim Report on the Attack on 
English 306 and the National Associa
tion of Scholars.”  Hoping to draw the 
the AAUP into the battle on their side, 
proponents of the course wrote an ac
count of the E306 conflict that escapes 
reality.

The authors assert that the liberal arts 
have fallen prey to a right-wing conspir
acy, and that local opposition to E306 
was a part of a national movement to 
purge radicals from the academy. Ac
cording to the authors, the conspirators 
led by President Reagan, even wielded 
macroeconomic policy against the "rad
ical enclaves”  in the academy.

With such an an imaginative account, 
it is no wonder that the American Asso
ciation of University Professors acted. 
AAUP President Barbara Bergman 
promptly contacted a UT law professor.

masterful Fcx)t of Pride. Dylan seems to 
enjoy his own incisiveness as he slams 
the “ 20th century Babylon”  ( “ They kill 
babies in the crib and they say only the 
good die young” ). In Blind Willie 
McTell. he wonders if there is any liv
ing blues singer fit to tackle the modem 
world.

After doing more than his share to af
fect the course of events, Dylan seems 
to have concluded that tew many are 
trying to make things happen, and too 
few are studying what is really happen
ing. Dylan's recent work, particularly, 
is satisfying for its Nietzschean refusal 
to shrink from the worst of the modern 
world. Dylan could have cashed in on 
'60s social liberalism and become one of 
history’s best-paid spokesmen: instead 
he is one of history's greatest disinter
ested observers. The author of Desola
tion Row. Visions of Johanna. All 
Along the Watchtower and Political 
World must be counted one of our great
est sociologists, as well.

Dylan's career seemingly lacks conti
nuity because he has inadvertently 
courted almost every’ audience in music, 
from folk to rock to country to gospel. 
But despite the array of styles and musi
cians on these cuts. The Bootleg Series 
is dominated by continuity. Throughout, 
certain lyrical themes are constant.

Quit Your Low Down Ways, record
ed way back in 1962 by a young Dylan 
who still borrowed his voice from Lead- 
belly and Kokomo Arnold, makes this 
point well. In the song, you can hear the 
kind of folk blues hook that, electrified, 
would embellish mid-'60s guitar-rock; 
the laid-back assertiveness of his early 
'70s work; and the gospel hellfire of 
Slow Train Coming. And you wonder if 
Dylan has really changed so much over 
the years.

About to turn 50, Bob Dylan contin
ues to reward all who wish to look deep
ly and detachedly at our times. If his 
songs are pictures of what goes on, then 
he is our modern van Dyck or Rem
brandt. If “ he not busy being born is 
busy dying,”  Dylan seems determined 
to be immortal. ■
Thanks to Waterloo Records for loan of 
this album.

The law professor, who had examined 
the Rothenberg text, wrote her a nine- 
page memo telling her that she had 
heard an extreme account of one side of 
a complex dispute. He then went on to 
chronicle the E306 debate and the 
blunders faculty proponents committed.

“ On both the competence and the and 
the indoctrination issues, the proponents 
forfeited much of their credibility when 
they adopted the Rothenberg textbook,”  
the professor wrote. Even when Brod- 
key tried to improve the course by using 
different authors, who still do not bal
ance issues but rather take account of 
them while refuting them, the propo
nents erred again by continuing their 
support of Racism and Sexism.

“ By continuing to defend the Rothen
berg book, even after they dropped it.” 
he writes, “ the proponents of the course 
imply that they cannot recognize either 
indoctrination or incompetence when 
they see it.”  The law professor made 
several more pointed criticisms — too 
many to recount at this time.

It would be comforting it the E306 
debacle could be chalked up to incom
petence alone. But throughout the de
bate, advocates showed intellectual dis
honesty and contempt for academic 
inquiry. Future attempts at socializing 
minds to manufactured models should 
be met with the same opposition. The 
rights of academic freedom, broad 
though they may be. do not include se
lective representation of truth. *
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